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Adacel Enjoys Successful WATMC 2018
Orlando, Florida, March 22, 2018 – Adacel Systems Inc. (Adacel or the Company) reported that their
participation at the 2018 World Air Traffic Management Conference (WATMC) held 6-8 March in Madrid, Spain
generated significant new interest in Adacel’s wide range of aviation and aerospace products and solutions. The
event has grown steadily since its start in 2013, attracting key ATM decision-makers from around the world to
explore solutions to the latest challenges in ATM. Adacel has showcased their products at WATMC every year
since its inauguration and described this occasion as the best yet.
Adacel featured their MaxSim Air Traffic Control (ATC) Tower simulator on a huge 200 inch projection screen
along with demonstrations of a variety of their innovative training systems. Visitors
to the Adacel booth were captivated by some augmented reality applications
developed by Adacel specifically for the event. The true star of the show for Adacel
was the Company’s Aurora Air Traffic Management (ATM) platform, which is a
highly advanced global ATM automation system.
Adacel’s booth staff commented on the notably higher volume of foot traffic at this
year’s event and were particularly impressed by the intense interest in their Aurora
ATM automation systems. The Company credits this to an evolving ATM
marketplace that is shifting focus from ground based systems to space based
technologies and automation applications that offer financially attractive solutions
for many organizations, while providing the means to safely expand air traffic
capacities. Adacel’s Aurora system is an excellent fit because it can manage all
types of airspace and is scalable to meet present and future requirements, while
incorporating the latest in CNS/ATM technologies.
“I am very pleased with our experience at WATMC this year”, said Gary Pearson,
Adacel’s CEO. “This event has proven again to be a very worthwhile opportunity to
meet with our existing clients as well as those seeking new solutions. The quality of
the leads generated at the show is very encouraging for our future business.”
The WATMC combines a large-scale exhibition and world-class conference to showcase the latest trends and
developments in air traffic management. As such WATMC provides an ideal venue for Adacel to exhibit the
advanced capabilities of their ATM automation software and their ATC training devices. Adacel plans to expand
their presence at WATMC in 2019.
--ENDS-About Adacel
Adacel applies the knowledge of our customers and the expertise of our team with cutting-edge technologies to be the
company of choice for advanced air traffic management systems, speech recognition applications and simulation and
training solutions for air traffic control and other public safety domains. Adacel has pioneered the integration of speech
recognition into simulation products and operational systems; and holds a number of patents on applications to optimize
speech processing. Adacel has built a strong international reputation for its products and services through commitment to
technological leadership and customer support. We understand the importance of our products and the direct impact their

use has on public safety. These responsibilities are reflected in the quality of everything we do. Adacel: Everyday
Excellence. For more information please visit www.adacel.com.
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